THE THIRD
AUSTRALIAN VIDEO FESTIVAL
1988
AUGUST 25 – SEPTEMBER 7

— Screenings at —
POWER HOUSE MUSEUM - Ultimo
August 25-30
CHAUVEL CINEMA - Paddington
September 1-7

— including —
• The Australian Video Festival Awards
  Proudly sponsored by SONY
• International Video Art
• Video Installation Exhibitions
  NSW Art Gallery, Artspace, Australian Centre for Photography, Power House Museum

Information: Australian Video Festival (02) 360 2325
The Australian Video Festival gratefully acknowledges the support of the Australian Film Commission, The Australia Council (the Federal Government's Arts Funding and Advisory Board), The NSW Office of the Minister for the Arts, The Goethe Institute, Sony, Qantas, Fairlight, Eurovision, Alliance Francaise de Sydney, AFI, Metro TV, Video Wall, and Apple Computers.
The Australian Video Festival gratefully acknowledges the support of the Australian Film Commission, The Australia Council (the Federal Government's Arts Funding and Advisory Board), The NSW Office of the Minister for the Arts, The Goethe Institute, Sony, Qantas, Fairlight, Eurovision, Alliance Francaise de Sydney, AFI, Metro TV, Video Wall, and Apple Computers.